The Doi-Hess theory coupled with an anisotropic Marrucci-Greco distortional elasticity potential provides a kinetic, mean field description of the coupling between hydrodynamics, molecular orientation by excluded volume, and elastic distortions of flowing nematic liquid crystalline polymers (LCPs). In this paper we provide the first numerical algorithm and implementation of kinetic-scale models for structure formation in confined, planar Couette cells. The model and algorithm extend kinetic simulations of Larson and Ottinger [18] and others [7, 16, 10, 11] for homogeneous nematic polymers in imposed shear flows. The focus here is one-dimensional flow and LCP structures that form between oppositely moving, parallel plates, a classical model problem that has been studied in detail with continuum models [3, 22, 23] and a variety of mesoscopic, second-moment orientation tensor models [26, 20, 25, 12, 2] . We benchmark the kinetic simulations against these coarse-grained predictions with a focus on delineating closure-sensitive structure phenomena. The model consists of a Smoluchowski equation for the space-time evolution of the orientational probability distribution function, coupled with a momentum flow balance equation, a constitutive equation for the extra stress, and the continuity equation. The Smoluchowski equation is first reduced to a finite set of partial differential equations in time and space for spherical harmonic amplitudes. Then we discretize the spatial variables (by the method of lines) using high-order finite differences, which reduces the full system to a large set of ordinary differential equations. Adaptive grid generation techniques are implemented. To provide an accurate and stable integration of these ordinary differential equations, we employ the newly developed spectral deferred correction algorithm. We close with an application of the kinetic theory and numerical code to explore steady state structures in slow planar Couette experiments (low Deborah number) and low Ericksen number, where distortional elasticity dominates short-range excluded volume effects. We confirm recent analytical results based on mesoscopic closure models derived from this kinetic model, both with equal [12] and distinct [2] Frank elasticity constants, in the low Deborah and low Ericksen limits.
Introduction
The Doi-Hess kinetic theory with a Marrucci-Greco distortional elasticity potential provides the most resolved model for spatio-temporal structures created in plane shear flow of nematic liquid crystalline polymers (LCPs). The model reduces, by appropriate closure rules, to the wide class of mesoscopic second-moment tensor models. The rationale for undertaking the onerous challenge of a kinetic simulation of structure formation in sheared nematic polymers is provided by recent detailed solution [7, 16, 10, 11] of the longwave limit of the planar Couette cell, extending seminal contributions of Larson and Ottinger [18] . In this limit, the flow is imposed as simple shear, distortional (Frank) elasticity and molecular anchoring are suppressed, and one studies the homogeneous, bulk response of nematic polymer monodomain responses versus shear rate and LCP concentration. This phase diagram is exceedingly complex, dominated by limit cycles and phase transitions, and sensitive to any attempt at a second-moment closure approximation. To underscore the closure problem, 65 spherical harmonics are required to get a resolved phase diagram of all attracting states and transitions, whereas any second-moment closure is a Galerkin projection onto the first five harmonics.
Yet this longwave limit governs the genesis of structure in plane Couette experiments with homogeneous initial samples beginning from rest. The short time interior responses in experiments and in numerical simulations consist of a linear shear profile imposed by the plates, and of a nematic mesophase response to the bulk shear flow. Thus, we are compelled to develop far greater than second-moment resolution of the orientational distribution function just to get accurate early transients, and to maintain this resolution as heterogeneity develops due to incompatibility of the plate anchoring conditions and the bulk shear response of the nematic liquid. Likewise, spatial distortions of the orientational distribution generate viscoelastic stresses, which generate flow distortions. This feedback mechanism is a hallmark of complex fluids and soft matter [1, 24] .
In the present LCP-solvent example, the technological applications for ultrahigh modulus, conductivity, and barrier properties give further reasons to understand processing-induced morphology [27] . These heterogeneous molecular distributions and associated stored elastic stresses are responsible for material performance properties, yet even today "very little is known and even less is understood" [4] .
Our benchmark simulations for this paper focus on structure correlations between the velocity and the features of the molecular distribution. Asymptotic analysis of mesoscopic models in the slow plate limit of this idealized Couette experiment [2, 12] predict two intriguing phenomena: (1) the flow profile is simple shear for sufficiently low Ericksen numbers; and (2) the nematic polymer structures consist of a director-dominated permeation mode that spans the plate gap, and plate boundary layers with order parameter distortions that are highly sensitive to plate anchoring conditions. Recent numerical studies of this mesoscopic model [8] predict a remarkable onset of two nonlinear flow structures as either Deborah or Ericksen number is increased beyond the asymptotically valid regime. Furthermore, these flow profiles are tunable by plate anchoring conditions. One of these flow profiles was first reported in [20] , associated with a flow spurt phenomenon, for a model two-dimensional nematic polymer liquid. They did not explore non-tangential anchoring, so only one nonlinear flow structure was resolved. One of our benchmarks of the kinetic model simulation is to confirm robustness of simple shear profiles for low Deborah and Ericksen numbers, and then to explore onset of nonlinear flow structure as these parameter limits are violated. The kinetic results are compared with the mesoscopic continuation studies of [2, 12] .
Governing equations
We consider nematic polymers between two plates located at y = ±h, in Cartesian coordinates x = (x, y, z), and moving with corresponding velocity v = (±v 0 , 0, 0), respectively. There are two apparent length scales in this problem: the gap width 2h, an external length scale, and the finite range l of molecular interaction, an internal length scale set by the distortional elasticity in the Doi-Marrucci-Greco (DMG) model. The plates move relative to each other at a constant speed, which sets a bulk flow time scale (t v = h v 0 ); the nematic average rotary diffusivity sets another (internal) time scale (t lcp =
6Dr
). We nondimensionalize the DMG model using the internal time scale, following [8] . The dimensionless Smoluchowski equation for the orientational probability distribution function (PDF) f (m, x, t) is:
where D/Dt is the material derivative, the intermolecular potential V is given by
In the Smoluchowski equation (1), R is the rotational operator:
D and Ω are rate-of-strain and vorticity tensors, which are symmetric and antisymmetric parts of ∇v, respectively. The Ericksen number Er in (2) measures short-ranged nematic potential relative to distortional elasticity strength (see [8, 13] for detail). The parameter 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 relates to Frank elastic constants; θ = 0 is the isotropic case where all constants are equal, θ > 0 allows for distinct constants. In the potential equation (2), M is the second moment tensor of the PDF f :
The unit eigenvector of M corresponding to the largest eigenvalue is called the major director, or peak of the PDF f . It is standard to define the orientation Q as the traceless part of M,
The dimensionless forms of the balance of linear momentum, the stress constitutive equation, and the continuity equation are [28] dv dt
where
In the stress formula (6), µ 1 , µ 2 , µ 3 are three nematic Reynolds numbers, α measures the strength of elastic energy relative to kinetic energy, N is the nematic concentration, and −1 ≤ a ≤ 1 is the spheroidal molecule shape parameter, a = (r 2 − 1)/(r 2 + 1), where r is the molecule aspect ratio.
The plate boundary conditions on the dimensionless velocity v are given by
where the Deborah number De measures the bulk flow velocity relative to the internal nematic relaxation rate (see [8, 13] ). Following previous studies [4, 20, 12] , we assume homogeneous anchoring at the plates, given by the quiescent nematic equilibrium f e , f (m, y = ±1, t) = f e (m) .
Note that the quiescent nematic equilibrium has O(3) symmetry [9] , that is, any rotation of a quiescent nematic equilibrium f e is also a solution, which is then broken by a plate anchoring condition. We discuss below how to impose the boundary conditions in numerical simulations.
Numerical method
Each of the three independent variables in the model system requires a separate numerical strategy: the orientation variable m ∈ S 2 , spatial variable x, and the time variable t. For this paper we restrict to one space dimension. We first expand the PDF using spherical harmonic functions (an approach adopted by [18, 7] for homogeneous problem in imposed shear flows), reducing the Smoluchowski equation to a system of PDEs in the spatial variable and time. Then we use the method of lines to derive a system of ODEs by discretizing the spatial variable using 4th-order finite difference methods. Finally, we perform time integration using a preconditioned Euler method coupled with spectral deferred corrections [6] to get a 4th-order method. Adaptive time stepping and a moving spatial grid technique are used. Note that the treatment of the balance equation in (6) is straightforward, so we only describe the numerical procedure for the Smoluchowski equation (1).
Spherical harmonic expansion
Spherical harmonic functions are defined by
where P m l are the associated Legendre polynomials, γ, ψ are spherical coordinates with m = (sin γ cos ψ, sin γ sin ψ, cos γ) .
Note that spherical harmonic functions defined here have been normalized so that they form an orthonormal basis on the unit sphere. The PDF as modelled in the Smoluchowski equation is reflection symmetric, that is f (−m) = f (m), and the integration over the unit sphere is unity. Therefore, f admits the following expansion:
. Under this expansion, we now briefly show how to derive expansions for each term in the Smoluchowski equation.
Using the spectral property of the rotational operator,
we immediately have
We split the potential V , equation (2) into three parts. First, we calculate
Therefore,
The dot products RY 
For V 2 = mm : ∆M, the formula is the same as (16) 
Again, we get a similar formula to (16) that is omitted here.
The last term in (1) is the shear flow contribution, which can be simplified as
where v x is the x-component of v, and
where R x , R y and R z are three components of the operator R in Cartesian coordinates,
G is a linear operator with the following action on spherical harmonics, (25) .
with the coefficients determined by
Next we multiply the Smoluchowski equation by (Y m l ) * , the complex conjugate of Y m l , and integrate over the unit sphere. During this process, we need to calculate integrals of products of three spherical harmonic functions. The "3j-symbol" (e.g., [19] ) can be used; instead, because one spherical harmonic function in the product is of second order, we use the following expansion to deal with products appearing in (16) and (17),
where b
l+2 are constants listed in Table 1 . Using the orthonormality of spherical harmonic functions, we then get a system of PDEs for all amplitudes a m l (x, t). In our numerical computations, the system is truncated so that the maximum l is 10. In this case, 65 PDEs are solved for the orientation field, which are of nonlinear, reaction-diffusion type.
Spatial discretization and grid generation
For spatial discretization, we use a standard 4th-order central finite difference method at central grid points, and a lopsided 4th-order finite difference method at the grid points near the boundary. Using the method of lines, we get a system of ODEs which will be solved in the next subsection.
Because there are sharp gradients in the solution of the Smoluchowski equation, an adaptive grid is introduced. The grid adaptation scheme can be found in, e.g., [21] . In this paper, we neglect the variations in the flow direction x and the vorticity direction z. Only the structure along the flow-gradient direction y is considered. In this one dimensional case, the variational approach for grid adaption in [21] is equivalent to several other simple methods.
One of these is the notion of the equidistribution of a monitor function that we use here. In the equidistribution approach one first creates a positive monitor function M (y) and then determines a mesh −1 = y 0 < y 1 < · · · < y N −1 < y N = 1 such that the average of M has the same constant value over each subinterval [y k , y k+1 ], that is
where the constant C is:
In practice, M is only available at the old grid points, so piecewise linear interpolation is used to compute intermediate values.
To produce the adapted grid points we use Newton iteration to solve (26) for y k+1 given y k . That is, we use the iteration
and then let y k+1 = s ∞ . Because M is piecewise linear, only a few iterations are needed to meet our error tolerance. We choose the initial grid as uniform. To avoid dramatic changes in the grid, we iterate the grid generation algorithm several times before the time integration begins. During the time integration, the grid is updated at every step. Under-relaxation of the grid generation is also used to avoid instabilities, that is, the generated grid is given by
with 0 < α < 1. We usually use α = 0.75.
To track sharp spatial gradients during structure formation, we define the monitor function M from simple combinations of the first and second derivatives of the solution:
where C 1 and C 2 are two positive constants, T is a solution component or a combination of several solution components. Grid adaptive schemes using such monitor functions are called feature adaptive because they adapt the grid to some features of the solution, which can reduce the error in the solution.
Spectral deferred corrections
From the method of lines, after spatial discretization, we get a system of ODEs which we write in the following form:
The method of spectral deferred correction is used to solve ODEs in the equivalent form of integral equation:
Assume that the solution has been numerically computed to high-order at t = t 0 and our goal is to get a high order solution at t = t s . We divide the interval [t 0 , t s ] using m quadrature nodes t 1 < t 2 < · · · < t m with h j = t j+1 − t j and h = t s − t 0 . We allow t 0 ≤ t 1 and t m ≤ t s so that we can use Gauss Quadrature. Let U 0 be the high order solution at t 0 , andŨ 
where J j is the approximation of the Jacobian of F which we choose as block tridiagonal.
The Lagrange interpolantŨ 0 of the first-order solution can be determined bỹ
from which we can calculate the residue for the Lagrange interpolant from the integral equation (31):
With this residue, we construct the neighboring equation for (31):
which has the Lagrange interpolantŨ 0 (t), equation (33), as its exact solution. Although the exact solution is known, we still use the first order preconditioned Euler method, as described above, to find it numerically. Denote the numerical solution asŪ
The correctionŨ
then provides second-order solutions. To produce third-order solutions, we construct another neighboring problem as in (34) After that, the third-order solution is given bỹ
This idea of deferred corrections is first used in [14] and the references therein, where it is applied to the differential equations (30) directly. In this work, we use the integral form of the differential equations as suggested in [6] . And as in [6] , we call the method spectral deferred corrections, especially when Gauss quadrature nodes are used. The following is the outline of the spectral deferred correction method:
• Compute first order approximations at the quadrature nodes withỹ 0 0 = y 0 :
• make k max corrections:
• Extrapolate, if necessary, theŨ kmax j values to the valueỹ s at t s using a high-order method.
In our computation, we use 5 Gaussian quadrature nodes. The maximum order that the spectral deferred correction method can achieve is 10. Usually, we do corrections until the order is 4 or 6. The stability is enhanced if the order is increased.
Summary of the numerical method
After the spherical harmonic expansion, we get a system of PDEs for amplitudes a m l (y, t), l = 2, 4, · · · , L; m = −l, · · · , l. We define u as the vector which contains all a m l , then the obtained PDEs can be written in the form
We view the grid adaption process described in subsection 3.2 as a moving grid that corresponds to a time-dependent change of coordinates of the form
where ξ is in the logical space and y is the physical space [21] . Under this change of coordinates,
The first formula is simply the chain rule used numerically to compute first order spatial derivatives using the uniform grid in logical space. Second order spatial derivatives can be similarly derived. The other formula indicates the Lagrange form of the original PDEs, which takes into account the moving grid in the physical space. Combining this equation with the grid generation (26), we are solving the coupled equations:
At every time step, we first update the grid points using (41), and then solve PDEs (40) using methods described in previous two subsections. In our approach to time integration (spectral deferred corrections), there are several substeps determined by quadrature nodes in each time interval [t 0 , t s ]. This makes it possible to calculate the time derivative of the grid points, i.e., y τ simply. After the new grid is generated at t s , we assume the grid is moving linearly in the whole time step [t 0 , t s ]. In this way, y τ is kept constant in this time interval. To make our algorithm more efficient, we also use adaptive time steps. Spectral deferred correction method provides estimate of local time integration error. Suppose u 1 is the p-th order solution, and u 2 is the (p − 1)-th order solution. The local relative error err n+1 after the n-th time step is estimated by the 2-norm of their differences. Following Gustafsson theory (see e.g., [17] ), the time step size ∆t n+1 at the (n + 1)-th step is given by
where α is a fudge factor, tol is given tolerance. This procedure is efficient for stiff problems. Alternatively, we also use the formula (see e.g., [17] )
for non-stiff problems.
Numerical tests
We are now in position to describe the boundary conditions in detail. We assume homogeneous anchoring at the plates, given by the quiescent nematic equilibrium (9), which is O(3) symmetric. To select the equilibrium with major director n specified by the plate anchoring condition, we first construct a uniaxial traceless tensor Q 0 from
with suitable order parameters s. Then we construct f 0 with a p 2 , p = −2, −1, 0, 1, 2 derived from this Q 0 using the relationships between the PDF and its second moment projection:
(a 
We set De = 0 (no flow), suppress the space variable x in the Smoluchowski equation, and numerically solve the ODE system from the starting state f 0 . This orbit converges to the required equilibrium f e (m), which is guaranteed to have n as its major director.
We first test the order of convergence of our method. The primary parameters taken are Er = 100, De = 0.1. The final time is 0.1. We use the numerical solution obtained with time step size 2 × 10 −4 and grid spacing 0.05 as the reference solution. We then decrease these two quantities in the 4th order numerical method. Results are summarized in Table 2 , where the absolute 2-norm error is reported. We clearly see the convergence rate is 4 as expected.
Note that, in this test, the spatial grid is uniform for all runs. We now test the effectiveness of the adaptive grid using the same parameter values of Er,
De and final time. mesoscopic models derived from the kinetic system with isotropic [12] and anisotropic [2] distortional elasticity. The parameters fixed in the computations are: infinitely thin rods with aspect ratio parameter a = 1, molecular concentration N = 6 in the quiescent nematic region, relative strength of elastic energy to kinetic energy α = 2, Reynolds numbers µ 1 = 0.0004, µ 2 = 0.15, µ 3 = 0.01 (which are values for long rods with r ≈ 10) and anisotropic elasticity parameter θ = 0.5, which yields distinct Frank elastic constants (see [28] for explicit values). We vary the Ericksen number Er and the Deborah number De in our computations, retaining low De and low Er where analytical and numerical mesoscopic results are available. All computations are limited to in-plane orientational distributions for comparison with [2, 12] , i.e., we solve the Smoluchowski equation in the subspace in which a m l = 0 for all odd superscripts m. In this subspace, the out-of-plane components Q xz and Q yz of the secondmoment orientation tensor derived from PDF f are identically zero. Therefore, one director is fixed along the vorticity axis, with two directors in the shear plane. The peak of the PDF is then associated with the major director n, which has the form n = (cos φ, sin φ, 0),
where φ = φ(y, t) is called the in-plane Leslie alignment angle. From a multiscale perspective, the upscaling from the PDF f to the single director n reveals the primary descriptive variables of kinetic and continuum theory.
Three different boundary anchoring conditions prescribed by (44) and (49) are used:
parallel anchoring φ 0 = 0, normal anchoring φ 0 = π/2, and tilted anchoring φ 0 = π/6. Initially, the molecular distribution is in a homogeneous rest state, given by the quiescent nematic equilibrium and is shown analytically in [2, 12] to yield simple steady flow profiles at leading order in De. The steady state PDF f (m, y) maintains essentially a uniform shape of the orientational distribution across the plate gap, conveyed by the order parameters (s, β) which deviate negligibly from the equilibrium values (s eq , β eq ) imposed at the plates. This result means there is negligible "molecular elasticity" in this slow flow, high elasticity regime. The primary effect due to shear and confinement is therefore in the rotation of the peak axis (major director) of the PDF, so-called nematic elasticity, which is consistent with the Ericksen-Leslie continuum theory limit of the kinetic model. Note that the director distortions are insensitive to De = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0. These flow and molecular properties are remarkably consistent with structure scaling laws derived in [2, 12] . are shown in Figure 5 . Contrary to parallel and normal anchoring, the order parameters are amplified to O(De), and have the same order structure effects as the alignment angle. This means that tilted anchoring generates molecular and nematic elasticity for the same De and Er, a phenomena predicted by mesoscopic analysis in [12, 2] . Note further the first evidence of growth of nonlinear flow feedback that accompanies the amplified molecular elasticity. All results above are for distinct Frank elastic constants with θ = 0.5 in the stress formula (6) . For the isotropic case where all constants are equal (θ = 0), the structures are nearly identical in this asymptotic regime; we show the results for normal anchoring in Figure 6 . The effect of anisotropic elastic constants at higher Er and De is deferred to another communication.
Conclusion
A numerical algorithm has been developed and benchmarked for the study of structure formation of nematic polymers in planar Couette cell experiments. The model provides a kinetic scale resolution of the molecular orientational distribution and allows feedback between hy- drodynamic and molecular fields. We show that in the low Deborah number (slow plate) and low Ericksen number (where distortional elasticity dominates short-range excluded volume effects) limit, mesoscopic second-moment closure models are extremely accurate predictors of steady flow flow molecular structure phenomena. These results give a foundation for continuation into the high Ericksen number and moderate to high Deborah number regime, where second-moment closure models are notoriously sensitive even in the longwave limit for imposed simple linear flow fields [23, 10, 11] .
